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Modelling discontinuities with XFEM
 Extended finite element method (XFEM)
has become a popular tool to carry out
numerical fracture mechanical analysis
 Material discontinuities are modelled as
internal degrees of freedom  Cracks /
flaws initiate and propagate
independently of mesh topology
 Allows creating one solid mesh and
defining cracks where needed
 Well suited for parametric/sensitivity
analysis for different crack locations,
shapes and sizes
 Crack growth can be modelled in a
single analysis and does not require
remeshing
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Parametric XFEM crack analysis
procedure developed in 2012
 Parametric generation of XFEM cracks *Assembly, name=Assembly
*Instance, name=Part-1-1, part=Part-1
was developed for Abaqus using
…
*Enrichment, name=Crack-1, type=STATIONARY CRACK, elset=_PickedSet14
*End Assembly
Python 2.7.
*Initial Conditions, type=ENRICHMENT
Part-1-1.13374, 1, Crack-1, 0.00150331552, 0.00150020422318
2, Crack-1, 0.00147440564, -0.00116634890656
 Automated XFEM analyses are carried Part-1-1.13374,
Part-1-1.13374, 3, Crack-1, 0.00147440564, -0.000115672626227
4, Crack-1, 0.00150331552, 0.00217024603002
out for user-supplied analysis model Part-1-1.13374,
Part-1-1.13374, 5, Crack-1, -0.00150331552, 0.00150020422318
Part-1-1.13374, 6, Crack-1, -0.00147440564, -0.00116634890656
Part-1-1.13374, 7, Crack-1, -0.00147440564, -0.000115672626227
and crack information.
Part-1-1.13374, 8, Crack-1, -0.00150331552, 0.00217024603002
…
Part-1-1.13370, 1, Crack-1, 0.00147440564
 The program reads the original
Part-1-1.13370, 2, Crack-1, 0.00144549576
3, Crack-1, 0.00144549576
uncracked mesh from file and prepares Part-1-1.13370,
Part-1-1.13370, 4, Crack-1, 0.00147440564
Part-1-1.13370, 5, Crack-1, -0.00147440564
Part-1-1.13370, 6, Crack-1, -0.00144549576
a cracked model ready for analysis.
Part-1-1.13370, 7, Crack-1, -0.00144549576
Part-1-1.13370, 8, Crack-1, -0.00147440564
 Analysis can be performed and results …*Step, name=Step-1
…
post-processed and visualized
*Node Output
CF, PHILSM, PSILSM, RF, U
*Element Output, directions=YES
automatically.
LE, PE, PEEQ, PEMAG, S, STATUSXFEM
…
*Contour Integral, crack name=Crack-1, contours=20, type=K Factors,
xfem
*End Step
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XFEM Example: RPV nozzle, cracks in welds
Axial crack in pipe-safe-end weld
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XFEM Example: Fatigue crack growth procedure
 The developed crack generation procedure can be utilized in
fatigue crack growth analyses
 Example: circumferential crack in a straight pipe segment
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XFEM Findings, plans
 Procedure was implemented for elliptical axial cracks in pipes and
plates and for circumferential cracks in pipe geometries.
 Procedure works correctly but the obtained J and K results were
largely affected by the mesh coarseness.
 A recent M.Sc. thesis proposes that mesh density in the crack
region is from 0.8 % to 13 % of the crack size for accurate Jintegral evaluation.
 For a=5 mm crack in a 30 mm thick pipe this requires up to 750
elements over pipe wall thickness.
 In 2013 submodelling technique will be utilized to reduce the high
mesh density requirements and still maintain parametric crack
placement.
 Also, applicability of the procedure will be studied in DMW cases.
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Dissimilar metal weld (DMW)
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LBB analysis example: Pipe break analysis
 An short updated state-of-the-art review of LBB procedures was performed
 LBB analysis of two cases has been performed
Circumferential crack in BWR piping

Through-wall crack in a pipe branch connection
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Circumferential crack in BWR piping

Computed leak rate for different crack lengths (2Θ). The former results from
reference /7/ are also shown. ( /7/ Ikonen, K., Raiko, H. & Keskinen, R. 1995. Leak-beforebreak evaluation procedures for piping components. STUK-YTO-TR 83. December 1995. ISBN 951-712088-5.)
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Circumferential crack in BWR piping

Computed maximum principal stress in for case, in which crack length
(2Θ) is equal to 150º.
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Constraint effects on fracture
Goal is to understand the constraint and biaxial effect and
their interaction without or in combination with the effect of
warm pre-stressing, WPS, and
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Constraint effects on fracture
Development of new and validation of existing
procedures
 Constraint as well as some other advanced
procedures and correction parameters have already
been included in assessment procedures (e.g. R6,
FITNET and SINTAP).
 Also, the WPS consideration is being occasionally
applied and may have been included in national
procedures or guides, but so far there is no
commonly approved/applied approach.
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